
Finance Committee Report for Corrigan Financial, Inc. 
 
Dave Foucher, Gary Gump and Paul Kochis met with Daniel G. Corrigan (CPA, CFP) and Andrew 
Parsons (MBA, CIMA) on December 2, 2019 at the Corrigan Financial Inc office in Middletown to 
review their investment philosophy, their comments on our Investment Policy Statement (IPS)  
and their general proposals for managing the PHS Reserve Fund. The firm was founded in 1989 
by Dan Corrigan. Andrew Parsons has been with the firm since 2011. 
 
A review of their Website will inform Board members on their general philosophy for investing. 
Their approach is to use a menu of low cost ETF’s and low cost mutual funds across the full 
spectrum of asset classes in the investment markets in order to maintain robust diversification. 
 
They suggested several action steps with respect to the asset allocation set forth in our IPS. 
First, to narrow the percentage ranges expressed for each macro asset class and for the sub 
asset categories. Second, they view investment opportunities in the International and Emerging  
markets in 2020, at least, as more promising that US equities, given the extraordinary 2019 
performance of US Equities and the positive  growth and economic opportunities outside the 
US in 2020.   
 
The US Equity allocation recommended is 45%, International/Emerging  allocation of 18%. For 
the Fixed Income Bond allocation, domestic allocation is 15% and Global fixed income 12%. The 
Global Bond funds will be currency hedged. After discussion, we agreed with their professional 
assessment. 
 
The portfolio will be rebalanced annually each January. Mr. Parsons will execute the trades 
through our Fidelity account while the Finance Committee will have full access to view the 
portfolio at any time. They recommend selling the MFS Fund in January and reinvesting all of 
the proceeds in January. We will meet with them at least annually, preferably every six months 
during the first year. 
 
Mr. Parsons subsequently sent us the proposed modifications to our IPS that incorporate the 
allocations mentioned above as well as write-ups of the specific funds that will be used. 
 
We recommend formally engaging Corrigan Financial, Inc as the portfolio manager and 
recommend the adoption of the revised IPS. 
 
Dave Faucher 
Gary Gump 
Paul Kochis 


